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Session wise Agenda 

 session 1 - List (Operations, Slice, Methods) 

 Session 2 - List (Loop, Mutability) 

 Session 3 - List (Aliasing, Cloning, Parameters) 

 Session 4 - Tuples (Assignment, as return value) 

 Session 5 - Dictionaries (operations and methods) 

 Session 6 - Advance List processing, List Comprehension 

 Session 7 - Simple Sort, Histogram 

 Session 8 - Student Mark Statement 

 Session 9 - Retail Bill preparation 



Recap 

 Aliasing  copying the List i.e. the memory will be same for 

both the List variables. If any changes made in one list will 

affect other. 

 Cloning  copying the List but the memory location is 

different. If any changes made in one list will not affect other. 

 List as Parameter  List is passed as parameter to a 

function i.e. as Call by Reference (Address). If any changes 

made in the list inside function the change will occur in the 

calling function also 



Tuple 

 A tuple in Python is similar to a list. The difference between 

the two is that we cannot change the elements of a tuple 

once it is assigned whereas we can change the elements of a 

list. 

 Tuple is an immutable (unchangeable) collection of elements 

of different data types. It is an ordered collection, so it 

preserves the order of elements in which they were defined. 

 Tuples are defined by enclosing elements in parentheses (), 

separated by a comma. 



Contd.. 



Contd.. 



Accessing Tuple Elements 



Contd.. 



Tuple Operations 



Contd.. 
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Tuple Methods 



Tuple Methods – Inbuilt Functions 



Tuple Assignment 



Contd.. 



Tuple as return Values 



Contd.. 



Tuple Traversal 



Is Tuple Mutable?  



Summary  

 Tuple  a sequence datatype holds heterogenous data like 

List. 

 Tuple is immutable  values in the tuple can’t be changed. 

But when a tuple contain list that time tuple becomes 

mutable as list can be changed. 

 Tuple can be traversed through loop 

 Tuple have in-built methods to perform operations on its 

values. 

 Tuple assignment is done through using variables and comma 

separator. Multiple variables can hold a tuple value. 
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